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NONWOVEN PRODUCTS
Non-woven Products
Popular products
Disposable towels series
Daily dry wipes
Functional dry towels
Nonwoven rolls series
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Compressed facial mask

Compressed series
Compressed facial mask

Coin tissue
Magic towels
Compressed face mask
Magic cotton towels

The compressed facial mask is used for face care, which is made of 100% viscose or nature silk
ingredient. This type of facial skin care products doesn't contain any chemical components and has
the features of soft, absorbable and biodegradable. Compressed facial mask can absorb extra
grease on the skin and resist the nutrient vaporized and loss.

Magic beach towels
Compressed T-Shirt

Daily wet wipes
Baby wet wipes

It can be easily carried. When you want to use, just simply put the compressed mask into the
nutrient liquid, then it will open and grow rapidly, then a full mask comes out.The nonwoven
compressed facial mask is used widely. The efficacy of facial care will be several times than normal
cosmetic care.

Beauty care series
Functional wet wipes

The working principle of the mask is: By preventing the skin of face contact the surrounding to raise
the skin temperature to open the pore, intenerate the sebum and remove the aging cutin.

Pet care products
Nonwoven bags

Applications:
Beautician
Skin care
Home

Nonwoven Machinery
Nonwoven Material

Service Center

Features:
Non-toxic and without alcohol
Soft touch, absorbent, lint-free
light and magically turns into mask
All kinds of different shapes
Convenient to carry out

Online order
About us

Specifications:
Ingredient: 100% viscose
Size: 20.5x20.8cm
Color: white
Weight: 65gsm ,30pcs/bag, 54bags/ctn

COMPRESSED FACIAL MASK

S/N

Description

710520

G.W./N.W. MOQ.

Paz. Method

Pan. Size

Qyt./20'FT

Compressed facial mask 4.2kg/3.7kg 10,000

Compressed

71.5x46x11

75ctns

Easy inquiry this item !
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